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NSCC International is a specialised contractor in the field of foundation engineering,

ground improvement, onshore marine works and horizontal directional drilling. Our

scope of works include piling (rotary bored piles, CFA piles), shoring (diaphragm

wall, secant piled wall, contiguous piled wall), stone columns, vibro compaction,

HDD, ground anchors, strutting systems, micropiles, quay walls, and more.NSCC

first opened its doors for business as a marine contractor specialising in sheet piles,

marinas, jetties and slipways in 1968. From the very beginning, NSCC prided itself

on quality, workmanship, on-time delivery and superior value, which fuelled the

company’s desire to both expand and diversify.NSCC's project portfolio spans over

8 countries delivering more than 29 different specialist ground engineering

solutions. As the specialised leading contracting company in the UAE, NSCC

International Limited is proud to continue to associate itself with iconic projects like

the Abu Dhabi International Airport, Al Raha Beach Development, Dubai Dry Docks

Safina Project, Etihad Museum and The Palm Jumeirah, as well as countless

developments in Downtown Dubai, Dubai Creek Harbour, Lusail district in Doha, and

Port of Duqm in Oman.We are committed to providing high quality work, on time

and within budget, and because of this, our client base continues to grow. Most of

our clients work with NSCC again and again; they know we have the skills,

resources and expertise, and most importantly, the professionalism to complete

their projects to the highest standards and on deadline.We have a large,

multinational workforce and our equipment fleet is amongst the largest in the

CCASG, featuring the latest construction equipment and backed by highly

professional teams who continuously monitor, service and maintain this fleet.

Health, safety, quality and the environment are important to our company. NSCC

follows stringent safety regimes as well as quality procedures and strives to
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continuously improve its performance. 
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